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Item Text

Option Text 1

Who are the two characters introduced in Chapter1
Mr. and Mrs. Haley
of Uncle Tom's Cabin ?

Option Text 2
Mr. and Mrs. Shelby

Option Text 3
Mr. Shelby and Mr. Haley

Option Text 4
Uncle Tom and Harry

Who is Harry?

A child slave who has run
away in search of freedom.

A child slave on the Harris A child slave on the Haley
plantation.
plantation

A child slave on the
Shelby plantation

From where does Eliza cross into Canada ?

Lake Erie

Lake Huron

Niagara Falls

Northern Minnesota

Beecher Stowe wrote “Uncle Tom’s Cabin” to
illustrate the evils of_________________

Alcohol

Slavery

Foreign policy

Imperialism

What does George Shelby give Uncle Tom to wear
on a string around his neck before Tom is taken
away?

a locket

a dollar

a ring

a crucifix

To the modern reader, Uncle Tom's Cabin may
appear as _____

over-sentimental novel

sentimental novel

spiritual novel

religious novel

What, in the chapter “Sounds,” does Thoreau
describe as having the roar of a fierce beast?

wolf

moose

train

riverboat

What was the title of Thoreau’s first published
book?

A Week on the Merrimack
and Concord Rivers

Civil Disobedience

Nature

Walden

What was the name of the poem sung by Roderick? The Jungle Book

The Mad Trist

The Haunted Palace

The Leaf of Grass as being a flag represents

symbol of nature

flag of democracy

flag of America

The Fall of the House of
Usher
symbol of poet's
disposition

The bird singing the song of bleeding throat is
described as:
What feature of traditional elegy is strongly felt in
the poem "When Lilac. . ."?
What is the response of heart to the pain as
described by Dickinson?

Nightingale

Hermit

Angel

Saint

Lamentation

Description

Character-sketch

Consolation

Flexibe

Stiff

Soft

Throbbing

What is the poet's response to the pain in the poem
Formal
"After Great Pain. . ."?

Mechanical

Wooden

Quartz

What is the request of the poet to the countrymen
in ". . .her Letter to the World"?

To Judge her tenderly

To assess her

To evaluate her

To promote her

Identify an autobiographycal poem by Emerson

"The Problem"

"Each and All"

"Days"

All of the above

Harmonious music

Earnest devotion

Lava of volcano

From the flowes

From the farm

From her own breast

Bright and colourful

Full of promises

Ugly and filthy

Portrait of other

Portrait of nature

Total identification

Emerson compares the spiritual spontaneity of the
Perfect recitation
church prayers to ______
From where does the woodbird get the feathers for
From the trees
her nest?
For the poet the days are _____

Muffled and dumb

"The Song of Myself" is also called as the poem of
Self portrait
_____

